BLACK（WOMEN'S）

BLACK/RED

11

RSJ310

BLACK/BLUE

BLACK/RED

BLACK/GREEN

BLACK/WHITE

BLACK（WOMEN'S）

RSJ310 DRYMASTER ALPHA JACKET
・Waterproof and Breathable DRYMASTER nylon outer shell construction with
Teflon HT coating.
・T-DRY mesh liner.
・Removable and adjustable CE approved armor on shoulders, elbows and PE
vented foam padding on back.
・360°
visible reflective print for increased visibility in night time.
・Adjuster on upper arm and forearm for better fit.
・Waist adjuster for better fit.
PROTECTION
・Large zippered vents on side for airflow.
・Belt loop connection tab on back.
・Women's pattern available.

□COLOR/SIZE LINE UP
COLOR
BLACK(WOMEN'S)
BLACK/GREEN
BLACK/RED
BLACK/WHITE
BLACK/BLUE

WS WM WL WXL

NOT AVAILABLE

S

MS

M

LS

L

XL XXL 3XL 4XL

12

RED/BLACK

13

RSJ318

WHITE/BLACK

BLACK/RED

RED/BLACK

BLACK

MESH AREA

RSJ318 ARMED HIGH PROTECTION MESH JACKET
・Heavy duty polyester mesh and nylon outer construction.
・T-DRY inner liner.
・Removable and adjustable CE hard protector on elbow and shoulder.
・Removable and adjustable hard chest protector and CE level 2 back protector.
・Stainless steel + Molded PU external slider on shoulder.
・EVA foam padding on collarbone, rib and back.
PROTECTION
・Reflective print for increased visibility in night time.
・Adjuster on upper arm and forearm for better fit.
・Waist adjuster for better fit.
・Flex action panel on elbow and back shoulder.

□COLOR/SIZE LINE UP
COLOR
BLACK
BLACK/RED
RED/BLACK
WHITE/BLACK

WS WM WL WXL

NOT AVAILABLE

S

MS

M

LS

L

XL XXL 3XL 4XL

14

BLACK/GOLD
★NEW COLOR

15

RSJ313

WHITE/BLUE

WHITE/BLACK

BLACK/WHITE

BLACK/GOLD
★NEW COLOR

BLACK/RED

WHITE/GREEN
★NEW COLOR

MESH AREA

RSJ313 RACER MESH JACKET
・Durable polyester mesh and nylon outer shell construction.
・T-DRY mesh liner.
・Removable and adjustable CE approved armor on
shoulders, elbows and PE vented foam padding on back.
・360°
visible reflective print for increased visibility
in night time.
・Adjuster on upper arm and forearm for better fit.
・Waist adjuster for better fit.
・External pocket on left chest.

PROTECTION

□COLOR/SIZE LINE UP
COLOR
BLACK/RED
BLACK/WHITE
BLACK/GOLD
WHITE/BLACK
WHITE/BLUE
WHITE/GREEN
NOT AVAILABLE

WS WM WL WXL

S

MS

M

LS

L

XL XXL 3XL 4XL

16

WHITE/RED

BLACK/PINK
（WOMEN'S）

17

RSJ320

BLACK/WHITE

WHITE/RED

BLACK/BLUE

WHITE/BLACK
BLACK/RED

BLACK/PINK
（WOMEN'S）

MESH AREA

MESH AREA

MESH AREA

RSJ320 CROSSOVER MESH JACKET
・Polyester mesh and nylon outer shell construction.
・T-DRY mesh liner.
・Removable and adjustable CE Lv2 approved armor on shoulders, elbows and
PE vented foam padding on back.
PROTECTION
・Reflective print on back for increased visibility
in night time.
・Adjuster on upper arm and forearm for better fit.
・Waist adjuster for better fit.
・Flex action panel on side for good mobility.
・Women's pattern available.
・Men's SLIM FIT size available.

□COLOR/SIZE LINE UP
COLOR
WS WM WL WXL
BLACK/BLUE
BLACK/RED
BLACK/PINK(WOMEN'S）
BLACK/WHITE
WHITE/BLACK
WHITE/RED
NOT AVAILABLE

S

MS

M

LS

L

XL XXL 3XL 4XL

18

GRAY

KHAKI

19

RSJ319

CHARCOAL

GRAY

KHAKI

MESH AREA

MESH AREA

MESH AREA

RSJ319 VIENTO AIR JACKET
・Polyester mesh and nylon outer shell construction.
・T-DRY mesh liner.
・Removable and adjustable CE Lv2 approved armor on shoulders, elbows and
PE vented foam padding on back.
・Reflective print on back for increased visibility in night time.
・Adjuster on upper arm and forearm for better fit.
・Waist adjuster for better fit.
PROTECTION
・Women's pattern available.

□COLOR/SIZE LINE UP
COLOR
GRAY
CHARCOAL
KHAKI

WS WM WL WXL

NOT AVAILABLE

S

MS

M

LS

L

XL XXL 3XL 4XL

20

BLACK/RED

21

RSJ315

WHITE/BLUE

WHITE/BLACK

BLACK
WHITE/RED

BLACK/RED

MESH AREA
AREA
MESH

RSJ315 INGRAM MESH JACKET
・Polyester mesh and nylon outer shell construction.・T-DRY inner liner.
・Removable and adjustable CE approved armor on shoulders, elbows and PE
vented foam padding on back.
・Removable wind stop inner liner.
・360°
visible reflective print for
increased visibility in night time.
PROTECTION
・Adjuster on upper arm and
forearm for better fit.
・Waist adjuster for better fit.
・Flex action panel on side for
good mobility.

Removable wind stop
inner liner

□COLOR/SIZE LINE UP
COLOR
BLACK
BLACK/RED
WHITE/BLACK
WHITE/BLUE
WHITE/RED

WS WM WL WXL

NOT AVAILABLE

S

MS

M

LS

L

XL XXL 3XL 4XL

22

BLACK/PINK
（WOMEN'S）

BLACK/WHITE

23

RSJ323

BLACK/WHITE

BLACK/GRAY

BLACK

WHITE/BLACK

BLACK/RED

BLACK/PINK
（WOMEN'S）

MESH AREA

MESH AREA

MESH AREA

RSJ323 CREW MESH JACKET
・Soft touch nylon and polyester mesh outer construction.
・Removable adjustable CE approved armor on shoulder and elbow.
・Foam padding on back.
・Reflector print for visibility in night time.
・Adjuster on upper arm and forearm for better fit.
・Women's pattern available.

PROTECTION

□COLOR/SIZE LINE UP
COLOR
WS WM WL WXL
WHITE/BLACK
BLACK
BLACK/WHITE
BLACK/PINK（WOMEN'S）

S

MS

M

LS

L

XL XXL 3XL 4XL

BLACK/RED
BLACK/GRAY
NOT AVAILABLE

24

GRAY/BLACK

25

RSJ322

BLACK

GRAY/BLACK

BLACK/RED

MESH AREA

MESH AREA

MESH AREA

RSJ322 IGNITION MESH JACKET
・Durable polyester mesh and nylon outer shell construction.
・Removal and adjustable CE hard protector on elbow and shoulder, and PE
vented foam padding on back.
・Reflective print for increased visibility in night time.
・Adjuster on upper arm and forearm for better fit.
・Waist adjuster for better fit.
・T-DRY mesh liner.
PROTECTION

□COLOR/SIZE LINE UP
COLOR
BLACK
BLACK/RED
GRAY/BLACK

WS WM WL WXL

NOT AVAILABLE

S

MS

M

LS

L

XL XXL 3XL 4XL

26

BLACK/WHITE

27

RSJJ19

BLACK/WHITE

BLACK/NEON

GRAY/BLACK

MESH AREA

BLACK

RSJJ19 HYBRID MESH JACKET
・Polyester mesh and nylon outer shell construction.
・T-DRY mesh liner.
・Removable and adjustable CE approved hard shell armor on elbows and
shoulders and PE vented foam padding on back.
・Removable and adjustable hard chest protector.
・Reflector on front and back for increased visibility in night time.
・Adjuster on upper arm and forearm for better fit.
PROTECTION
・Waist adjuster for better fit.

□COLOR/SIZE LINE UP
COLOR

WS

WM

WL

WXL

S

MS

M

LS

L

XL

XXL 3XL 4XL

BLACK
BLACK/NEON
BLACK/WHITE
GRAY/BLACK
NOT AVAILABLE

28

GRAY/BLACK

29

RSJJ14

GRAY/BLACK

BLACK

RED/BLACK

BLACK/NEON

MESH AREA

RSJJ14 SPLIT AIR JACKET
・Polyester mesh and nylon outer shell construction.
・T-DRY mesh liner.
・Removable and adjustable CE approved hard shell armor on elbows and
shoulders and PE vented foam padding on back.
・Removable and adjustable hard chest protector.
・Reflector on front and back for increased visibility in night time.
・Adjuster on upper arm and forearm for better fit.
PROTECTION
・Waist adjuster for better fit.
・Women's pattern available.

□COLOR/SIZE LINE UP
COLOR

WS

WM

WL

WXL

S

MS

M

LS

L

XL

XXL 3XL 4XL

BLACK
BLACK/NEON
BLACK/WHITE
GRAY/BLACK
NOT AVAILABLE

30

ESCHER NAVY

DELTA PINK（WOMEN'S）

31

RSJ321

BRUSH GRAY

CAMONOGRAM

DELTA BLUE

DELTA WHITE

ESCHER NAVY

DELTA PINK（WOMEN'S）

RSJ321 WR PARKA
・Nylon with Teflon HT coating construction.
・Water resistant.
・Ultra thin and flexible CE approved armor on shoulders and
elbows.
・Reflection print on back for increased visibilityin night time.
・Large air ventilation on side.
・Removable hood equipped.
・Women's pattern available.

PROTECTION

□COLOR/SIZE LINE UP
COLOR

WS WM WL WXL

S

MS

M

LS

L

XL XXL 3XL 4XL

DELTA BLUE
BRUSH GRAY
CAMONOGRAM
ESCHER NAVY
DELTA PINK（WOMEN'S）
DELTA WHITE
NOT AVAILABLE

32

DELTA YELLOW
★NEW COLOR

33

RSJ307

CAMONOGRAM
BLACK/WHITE

BRUSH GRAY
DELTA YELLOW
★NEW COLOR

ESCHER NAVY
★NEW COLOR

BRUSH GRAY（WOMEN'S）
DELTA PINK（WOMEN'S）
★NEW COLOR

MESH AREA

RSJ307 AIR PARKA
・Soft touch nylon and polyester mesh outer shell construction.
・T-DRY mesh liner.
・Removable and adjustable light weight armor(non-CE) on
shoulders, elbows and PE vented foam padding on back.
・Reflective print on back for increased visibility in night time.
・Removable hood equipped.
・Waist draw code for better fit.
・Women's pattern available.

PROTECTION

□COLOR/SIZE LINE UP
COLOR
WS WM WL WXL
BLACK/WHITE
CAMONOGRAM
BRUSH GRAY
BRUSH GRAY（WOMEN'S）
DELTA PINK（WOMEN'S）

S

MS

M

LS

L

XL XXL 3XL 4XL

ESCHER NAVY
DELTA YELLOW
NOT AVAILABLE

34

DELTA G.METAL
★NEW COLOR
GRAY/PINK（WOMEN'S）

35

RSJ316

CAMO

KHAKI
★NEW COLOR

GRAY/PINK（WOMEN'S）

DELTA G.METAL
★NEW COLOR

BLACK

RSJ316 AIR TRACK PARKA
・Soft touch polyester jersey knit outer shell construction.
・Removable and adjustable light weight armor(non-CE) on shoulders, elbows
and PE vented foam padding on back.
・Reflective print on back and arms for increased visibility
PROTECTION
in night time.
・Women's pattern available.

□COLOR/SIZE LINE UP
COLOR
WS WM WL WXL
BLACK
DELTA G.METAL
CAMO
GRAY/PINK（WOMEN'S）
KHAKI
NOT AVAILABLE

S

MS

M

LS

L

XL XXL 3XL 4XL

36

RIDING PANTS
Durable fiber that KHAKI
is 7 times stronger than nylon.

Used for various products that requires durability.

STRETCH FOAM
PROTECTION
Elastic foam protection follows the body movement.
Adjustable.

Elastic CORDURA fabric reduces the stress when
taking the riding position.

RSY253 3D CORDURA STRETCH PANTS
・Anatomical pattern for riding.
・Durable and elastic Cordura constraction.
・Reflective print.
・Women's pattern available.
・Adjustable perforated elastic foam padding on knees.
・T-DRY for knee padding pocket.

CAMO

NAVY

CHARCOAL

KHAKI

PROTECTION

□COLOR/SIZE LINE UP
COLOR
CAMO
CHARCOAL
KHAKI
NAVY

37

W25 W26 W27 W28 29

NOT AVAILABLE

30

31

32

33

34

36

NAVY

RSY252 CORDURA STRETCH PANTS
・Durable and elastic Cordura constraction.
・Reflective print.
・Women's pattern available.
・Adjustable perforated elastic foam padding on knees.
・T-DRY for knee padding pocket.

CHINO
★NEW COLOR

CAMEL

KHAKI

CAMO

NAVY

CHINO
★NEW COLOR

PROTECTION

□COLOR/SIZE LINE UP
色名
CHINO
CAMO

W25 W26 W27 W28

29

30

31

32

33

34

36

KHAKI
NAVY
CAMEL
NOT AVAILABLE

RSY550 WINDPROOF STRETCH DENIM
・3layer stretch lamination wind block denim.
・Reflective print.
・Women's pattern available.
・Adjustable perforated elastic foam padding on knees.

CHINO

INDIGO

STONE WASH BLUE
BLACK

PROTECTION

□COLOR/SIZE LINE UP
COLOR

W25 W26 W27 W28 29

BLACK
CHINO
INDIGO
STONE WASH BLUE
NOT AVAILABLE

30

31

32

33

34

36
STONE WASH BLUE

38

CE
Protection and protector that are CE certificated
have met the strict performance standard and
requirement of the European union.

BLACK/BLUE

RS TAICHI original material made for motorcycle
gear.T-DRY will absorb moisture (more than two
times faster compared to cotton) and dry quickly to
keep comfort inside the gear.

Teflon®HT
This is care products protect virtually all kind of
fabric from water, dirt and stains without affecting
color, and it can gives long-time maintain conditions.

RSY251 CROSSOVER MESH RIDING PANTS
・Polyester mesh and nylon outer shell construction.
・T-DRY mesh liner.
・CE approved armors on knees(adjustable) and foam padding on hip.
・Reflective print on back of knee and bottom for visibility in night time.
・Waist adjuster for better fit.
・Flame retarding Schoeller dynatec fabric on calf.
・Women's pattern available.

BLACK/WHITE

BLACK

BLACK/RED

PROTECTION

BLACK/BLUE

□COLOR/SIZE LINE UP
COLOR

WM WL

BLACK
BLACK/BLUE
BLACK/RED
BLACK/WHITE

39

NOT AVAILABLE

M

BM 2BM 3BM

L

BL 2BL XL BXL XXL

MESH AREA

RSY248 DRYMASTER CARGO PANTS
・Waterproof and breathable DRYMASTER nylon outer shell construction with
Teflon HT coating.
・CE approved armor on knee. (adjustable)
・Hip foam padding. ・Air vents on back thigh. ・Reflective print.
・Flame retarding Schoeller dynatec fabric on calf.
・Length adjusting button on hem. ・Waist adjuster.
・All season model. ・Woman's pattern available.

KHAKI

KHAKI

BLACK

CHINO

PROTECTION

□COLOR/SIZE LINE UP
COLOR

WM WL

M

BM 2BM 3BM

L

BL 2BL XL BXL XXL

KAHKI
BLACK
CHINO
NOT AVAILABLE

RSY247 QUICK DRY CARGO PANTS

Super water
repellent coating

・Ultra water repellent and breathable stretch fabric construction.
・CE approved armor on knee (adjustable).
・Waist adjuster.
・Reflective print for increased visibility in night time.
・Women's pattern available.

BLACK/CHARCOAL

KAHKI

BLACK/CHARCOAL

CAMOUFLAGE

PROTECTION

□COLOR/SIZE LINE UP
COLOR
WM WL
KAHKI
BLACK/CHARCOAL

M

BM 2BM 3BM

L

BL 2BL XL BXL XXL

CAMOUFLAGE
NOT AVAILABLE
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GLOVE

Material & Function
Carbon protector

TPR protection

Ergonomic shape for comfort
and high protection.

Flexible rubber protection.

Foam protector

Side protector

Reducing the impact
when hitting the ground.

Protects the wrist bone from impact.

Vented leather

Air through mesh

Breathable and
durable perforated leather.

Breathable and
elastic light weight mesh.

Action panel

Smart phone
compatible

Placed on for mobility.
Fixing the inner liner with
a patented adhesive tape.
Almost one layer ﬁtting
and superior grip along
ﬁnger-tip areas are
achieved.

※ Function differs from each models.

Touchscreen friendly
material on ﬁnger-tips
of thumb and index
ﬁnger.

※ Smart phone compatible does not guarantee to work on every touchscreens or model.

RST441 RAPTOR LEATHER GLOVE
・Maximum protection mid-cuff length leather glove.
・Perforated goat skin and cow leather outer shell
construction for superior airflow.
・Mesh panel on side of fingers for airflow.
・3D anatomical pattern on palm.
・Polyester mesh liner with mcFit technology.
・Synthetic leather reinforcement on palm.
・Carbon knuckle protection.
・Velcro closure on wrist for secure fit.
・Carbon protection on palm and side.
・Smart phone compatible.

■SIZE：M・L・XL・XXL

WHITE/BLACK

41

BLACK/RED

BLUE

BLACK

RST422 HIGH PROTECTION LEATHER GLOVE
・Goat skin and cow leather outer shell construction.
・Mid cuff length.
・Originally molded carbon hard knuckle protection uniquely
designed for left and right hand.
・Polyester mesh liner with mcFit technology.
・Synthetic leather reinforcement on palm.
・Perforated panel on side of fingers for airflow.
・Floating knuckle structure for better fit and
maneuverability.
・Velcro closure on wrist for secure fit.
・Flex panel on finger for maneuverability.
・SPS（Scaphoid Protection System）to protect Scaphoid.
・Smart phone compatible. ・All season model.

■SIZE：M・L・XL・XXL

WHITE/RED

WHITE/BLACK

BLACK

BLACK/RED

RST445 STEALTH LEATHER GLOVE
・Perforated goat skin for airflow and maneuverability.
・Polyester mesh liner with mcFit Technology.
・Hard rubber protection on knuckle and palm.
・Perforation on palm for airflow.
・Velcro closure on wrist for secure fit.
・Action flex panel.
・EVA foam padding on palm.
・Smart phone compatible.

■SIZE：M・L・XL・XXL・*3XL（*BLACK only）

BLACK/BROWN

BLACK

BLACK/RED

42

RST442 RAPTOR MESH GLOVE
・Maximum protection mid-cuff length mesh glove.
・Mesh panel on side of fingers for airflow.
・Synthetic leather reinforcement on palm.
・3D anatomical pattern on palm.
・Carbon knuckle protection.
・Velcro closure on wrist for secure fit.
・Carbon protection on palm and wrist.
・Anti slip silicone print on index finger for better grip.
・Smart phone compatible.

■SIZE：S・M・L・XL・XXL

WHITE/BLUE

BLACK/WHITE

WHITE/RED

BLACK

BLACK/RED

RST443 ARMED MESH GLOVE
・Nylon mesh outer shell construction for superior
airflow.
・Originally molded carbon hard knuckle protection
designed asymmetry for left and right hand.
・3D anatomical pattern on palm.
・Wrist Velcro closure for secure fit.
・Stretch panel on finger for maneuverability.
・EVA foam padding on side.
・Smart phone compatible.

■SIZE：S（except BLACK/GREEN・BLUE）
・
M・L・XL・XXL

BLACK/WHITE

BLACK

43

BLACK/GREEN

BLACK/RED

RED

BLUE

RST444 VELOCITY MESH GLOVE
・Nylon mesh outer shell construction for superior airflow.
・Carbon knuckle protection.
・Anti slip silicone print on index and middle finger.
・Synthetic leather reinforcement on palm.
・Power mesh on side of finger for extreme airflow and
maneuverability.
・Velcro closure on wrist for secure fit.
・EVA foam padding on palm and side.
・Action panel on finger for maneuverability.
・Smart phone compatible.

■SIZE：MEN'S/S・M・L・XL・XXL・3XL
WOMEN'S/WM・WL
（BLACK/WHITE・BLACK/RED only）

WHITE/RED

BLACK

BLACK/GREEN

BLACK/WHITE

BLACK/RED

BLACK/BLUE

RST438 SURGE MESH GLOVE
・Nylon mesh outer shell construction for superior airflow.
・TPR knuckle protection.
・TPR protection on fingers.
・Anti slip silicone print on index finger.
・Synthetic leather reinforcement on palm.
・Mesh panel on side of fingers for airflow.
・Velcro closure on wrist for secure fit.
・EVA foam padding on palm and side.
・Smart phone compatible.

■SIZE：M・L・XL・XXL

WHITE/BLACK
★NEW COLOR

BLACK

BLACK/RED

BLACK/BLUE
★NEW COLOR

RED/BLACK
★NEW COLOR
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RST431 RUBBER KNUCKLE MESH GLOVE
・Nylon mesh outer shell construction for superior
airflow.
・Rubber knuckle protection.
・Anti slip silicone print on index and middle finger.
・Synthetic leather reinforcement on palm.
・Mesh panel on side of fingers for airflow.
・Velcro closure on wrist for secure fit.
・EVA foam padding on palm and side.
・Action panel on finger for maneuverability.
・Smart phone compatible.

■SIZE：MEN'S/S・M・L・XL・XXL
WOMEN'S/WM・WL（BLACK/WHITE・
BLACK・BLACK/RED only）

BLACK/GREEN
★NEW COLOR

BLACK

BLACK/WHITE

BLACK/BLUE
★NEW COLOR

BLACK/RED

RST437 URBAN AIR GLOVE
・Nylon mesh outer shell construction for superior
airflow.
・Soft protection on knuckle.
・Anti slip silicone print on index and middle finger.
・Synthetic leather reinforcement on palm.
・Mesh panel on side of fingers for airflow.
・Velcro closure on wrist for secure fit.
・EVA foam padding on palm and side.
・Smart phone compatible.

■SIZE：MEN'S/S・M・L・XL・XXL
WOMEN'S/WM/WL（BLACK・
CAMONOGRAM・ESCHER NAVY only）

ESCHER NAVY

BLACK/RED

45

CAMONOGRAM

SPEED RED

BLACK

R A I N G L OV E
RST439 OutDry RAIN GLOVE
・OutDry waterproof construction.
・Foam padding.
・Reflective print on finger.
・Smart phone compatible.

■SIZE：WM・S・M・L・XL・XXL

BLACK/WHITE
BLACK/RED

BLACK

RST440 OutDry BLITZ RAIN GLOVE
・OutDry waterproof construction.
・TPR knuckle protector.
・Foam padding.
・Reflector print on finger.
・Smart phone compatible.

■SIZE：S・M・L・XL・XXL

BLACK/WHITE

BLACK

BLACK/RED
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